Evolution of coronary artery calcification in patients with chronic kidney disease Stages 3 and 4, with and without diabetes.
The purpose of this study was to report the evolution of coronary artery calcification (CAC) in subjects with chronic kidney disease Stages 3 and 4 comparing those with and without diabetes. We previously reported prevalence in the same population. CAC was measured using multi-slice computer tomography. We prospectively followed up 103 patients for 2 years, 49 with diabetes and 54 without diabetes. Demographic, routine biochemistry, calcification inhibitors and bone mineral density data were collected and analysed. Evolution of CAC was defined as those with a difference of ≥ 2.5 U between baseline and final square root CAC scores. There were more progressors in the group with diabetes, 24 compared to 12 in the group without diabetes (P= 0.004). When diabetes was present, CAC progressed equally in men and women. Risk factors for evolution of CAC included age, baseline CAC score and serum phosphate levels. Baseline CAC score, phosphate and body mass index were independent predictors for the increase of CAC score during the study period. Severity of CAC was greater in the diabetes group (median CAC score at baseline in the group with diabetes 154 increased to 258 2 years later, P < 0.001). Evolution of CAC is greater in older patients and those with diabetes, where the gender advantage of being female is lost. Serum phosphate level, despite being within the normal range and virtually no use of phosphate binders, was also a risk factor. Further studies are required to determine the levels of serum phosphate required to minimize cardiovascular risk.